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History of Serialized Computing

● Until recently, software and 
programs have been explicitly 
designed to run serially

● For small problems without 
many pieces, serial computing 
is ideal

● The diagram to the left depicts 
how a typical serialized 
process works

● You can quickly see where 
problems can occur



  

Serial Computing Continued

● Picture a one lane highway

● If very few cars drive on this highway having one lane is 
acceptable

● But what happens when the one lane highway has a lot of cars on 
it?

● The overall flow of traffic slows greatly and the time to clear all of 
the cars out is significant.

● Now, picture each car as an instruction and an exit on this highway 
as the CPU



  

Serial Computing Continued

● The crowded highway problem forced computer designers to 
move towards faster processors

● Having a faster processor is equivalent to increasing the 
speed on the highway from 45 mph to 65 mph



  

Serial Computing Continued

● These faster processors are created by adding more and 
more transistors to the design

● Significant problems with heat dissipation and power 
consumption now arise

● While each transistor dissipates a minute amount of power, 
having billions of transistors dissipating this amount creates 
a good deal of heat

● Strict limit of around 3 GHZ speeds for effiicient processors

● Speeds higher than this require considerable power 
dissipation and consume enormous amounts of power



  

Serial Computing Continued

● Having a faster  processor (similar to a higher speed limit) 
doesn't fix the problems of serial computing

● This problem forced computer designers to move towards 
the modern many-core architecture

● Dual core, Quad core etc

● Having more processors running serially in a computer is 
equivalent to having two or four individual one lane highways 
with a high speed limit

● While this splits up the amount of traffic, a high traffic volume 
will still quickly crowd the highways



  

Beginnings of Parallel Architecture

● Now, what would happen if 
each of these one lane 
highways were made into 
three or four lane 
highways?

● This is the outline for 
parallel computing

● The more lanes, the more 
cars (instructions) that can 
move



  

A Parallel Universe

● Everything in real life 
functions as a parallel 
system

● Modeling of parallel 
systems in an efficient 
manner requires parallel 
execution

● Weather, traffic, 
astrophysics etc. models all 
benefit from parallelization



  

A Parallel Universe

● Parallelizing the solving of 
complex problems has 
made many thought-to-be-
impossible problems easy 
to solve

● Parallel processing is used 
in almost every scientific 
discipline in some aspect

Top500.org provides statistics on parallel computing users - 
the charts to the left are just a sample. Some things to note:

Sectors may overlap - for example, research may be classified 
research. Respondents have to choose between the two.

"Not Specified" is by far the largest application - probably 
means multiple applications

http://top500.org/


  

So that's it, right?

Not quite...



  

Implementation
● But how do you make things run in parallel?

● This is where things get seriously complicated

● There are many forms of parallel computers and 
architectures

● One of the more common ways of classifying these forms is 
known as Flynn's Taxonomy



  

Flynn's Taxonomy

● According to Flynn, parallel architectures can be broken into 
four categories:

– Single Instruction,Single Data (SISD)

– Single Instruction, Multiple Data (SIMD)

– Multiple Instruction, Single Data (MISD)

– Multiple Instruction, Multiple Data (MIMD)



  

Flynn's Taxonomy

● SISD is the oldest and slowest. This is how serial computers 
function. Only one instruction is acted upon by the CPU 
during a clock cycle.

● SIMD allows all processing units to execute the same 
instruction at any given clock cycle and allows each 
processing unit to operate on a different data element.

● MISD is a very experimental area of parallel programming. 
An example of this is having multiple crytography algorithms 
attempting to crack a coded message.



  

Flynn's Taxonomy

● MIMD is the most common type of parallel architecture. This 
design allows every processor to execute a different stream 
of instructions on different pieces of data. Most current super 
computers, parallel clusters and multi-core PC's use this.

● Simply having a parallel architecture is only the beginning.



  

Parallel Solutions

● Along with the types of parallel architectures, there are 
several types of memory architecture.

● These are very complicated and difficult to explain, so they 
will be skipped for sake of time.

● Even for experts in the field of parallel programming memory 
management is still the biggest bottle neck.



  

But if parallelizing things is so great, why isn't 
every computer algorithm parallelized?



  

Realistic Parallelism

● Not everything will receive a speedup from running in 
parallel.

● Many problems in scientific computing have problems with 
data dependencies

● These problems arise when future calculations are 
dependent on sequential series of steps. This means that 
other calculations cannot be carried out until certain ones are 
finished, significantly slowing down the process.



  

Realistic Parallelism

● However, many problems in scientific computing have pieces 
that can benefit from parallelization and pieces that can't.

● So how do you know whether it is worth parallelizing a piece 
of code?



  

Amdahl's Law

● Amdahl's Law states that the potential gain from parallelizing 
a process is defined by the fraction of the code (P) that can 
be parallelized.

● Speed up = 1/(1-P)

● If none of the code can be parallelized, P=0 and the speed 
up is equal to 1, meaning no speed up

● If all of the code is parallelized, P=1 and the speedup is, in 
theory infinite

● If 50% of the code can be parallelized, P=.5 and the 
speedup is equal to 2, or twice as fast



  

Amdahl's Law

● Introducing multiple processors modifies Amdahl's Law

● Speedup= 1/ [(P/N) + S]

● Where P is the fraction of the code that can be parallelized, 
N is the number of processors and S is the fraction of the 
code that is to be run in serial.

● It is clear that there are limits to the scalability of parallelism 
from this law



  

Amdahl's Law

                     speedup

             --------------------------------

    N        P = .50      P = .90     P = .99

  -----      -------      -------     -------

     10         1.82         5.26        9.17

    100         1.98         9.17       50.25     

   1000         1.99         9.91       90.99

  10000         1.99         9.91       99.02

 100000         1.99         9.99       99.90



  

Amdahl's Law



  

Parallelizing Problems

● With many versions of parallel architecture available, utilizing 
them becomes an issue.

● A number of software languages have been designed to give 
programmers control over what gets parallelized and what 
doesn't.

● CUDA, OpenMPI, OpenCL, CUDAFortran and many others

● Programming in these languages is far from easy



  

Parallelization Problems

● All of the parallel programming languages are very new.

● This means that there are very few experts in these 
languages, and often times programmers have no one to ask 
for help when they encounter problems.

● Despite this, the benefits of parallelization are worth the 
effort

● On Thursday I will go over one specific type of 
parallelization, GPU computing.
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